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News Briefs

Asparagus Festival unites community
Kristen Roelofs

NATION

Senior Staff Writer
It was a people watcher's
dream. People of all ethnic back
grounds and occupations from
around the county came to enjoy

Writer for 'The Simpsons' to Host 'Late Night'
NBC has hired an unknown comedy writer, 30-year-old Conan I
to replace David Letterman as the host of its "Late Night'
edy and talk show.
O'Brien, who worked for NBC as a writer for "Saturday Night
lye" and has most recently been a writer and producer for the Fox
®edy "The Simpsons," will inherit one of the most visible jobs in
Revision. "Late Night" commands up to $70 million a year in adversing revenues.
NBC decided to announce the appointment by having Jay Leno
itroduce O'Brien on Monday night's "Tonight" show. O'Brien will
ep into a position held for 11 years by Letterman, who signed a $42
lion contract to CBS, where he will challenge Leno's program with
isown late-night comedy show.
NBC is emphasizing that O'Brien's show will have Lome Michaels,
reator of the enormously successful "Saturday Night Live," as its
itcutive produce.
I'Brien,

w

the festivities. Gary Larson prob
ably would have thought he had
found a gold mine, but what it
really was the annual asparagus
festival held this past weekend.
Roast beef on a French roll
with asparagus, deep fried

asparagus and pasta with aspara
gus sauce were a few of the many
dishes that were available to pur
chase.
For those who didn't want to
overdose on the asparagus there
were other cuisine options such

jm
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S. Divided as Clinton Approaches 100th Day
As President Clinton nears his 100th day in office, almost half of |
mericans in an Associated Press poll say he already has broken his j
ord too often. But about the same number consider him to be a |
rang leader.
The leadership measure could be crucial for a president trying to I
n agenda of change after winning only 43 percent of the vote in
member. Forty-nine percent of those polled regard Clinton as a j
rang leader, 37 percent do not and the rest are unsure.
But 48 percent say he has already broken his promises too often, I
wpared with 34 percent who say he has kept his promises up to this
(int.

A variety of asparagus dishes were prepared at booths at the annual Stockton Asparagus festival held last weekend.

UOP Night John B. and Price win Quad Olympics
at the Ports Allison Kajiya
benefit set
RESULTS OF OLYMPICS
for tonight
Senior Staff Writer

One-quarter of those critical of Clinton's broken promises still
his leadership. People who voted for him are much less likely j

sPect

an others to fault him for breaking promises.
The national poll of 1,014 adults was taken April 16 through 20 by |

Public Relations class
coordinates event to
benefit Mary Graham
Center for Women

Survey Research Group of Media, Pa.
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Senior Staff Writer

V?
Pe United States
' ordered
'
' new economic sanctions against
Navia on Monday as President Clinton sought support from
Egress for "a stronger policy" to end the war in Bosnia.
Eton's desire for tougher steps by allies got a boost from t e
T^nt referendum victory of Russian President Boris Yeltsin, w
rurally taken a Western approach in foreign policy. Howeve ,
f1'scow traditionally has been sympathetic to the Serbs.
I 'nton signed an executive order imposing tougher sanction
Serb leadership in Bosnia voted unanimously ear ler
a8ainst accepting a U.N.-sponsored plan to end fighting t at a
I

4,000 dead or missing in the past year.

The 7th annual UOP Night at
the Ports will take place tonight.
Presented by Dr. Carol Ann Hall s
Case Studies of Public Relations
class, the evening promises to be
filled with excitement lots of freebies, great deals and of course,

it km

new steps implement a U.N. resolution that calls for . •
* to freeze Serbian assets abroad and move even ur
0 trade between Serbia and the outside world.
...
e measures are
—e expected to do little
litue to halt
nan the Ser lan m
.
... .
. .
.
pmnnmv that is
lead"16'but they are likely to further damage an economy
•'• ^0IT1 suirering
suffering from nyperinriauun.
hyperinflation.
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JVt Reveals A-Waste Dumping by Soviets
,;,k»-n Federation has detailed in a new reP°n
j 10n repeatedly broke international rules agains

^

ofJ

Tradioactiyg wastes at sea.
,
,mMrle for
sal of the wastes at sea has been banne
wo
three decades. Spent fuels from nuclear ^orsjaden

as hamburgers, hot dogs, burritos
and ribs. There were also a vari
ety of sweets, including Ben 8c
Jerry's ice cream, frozen yogurt,
cotton candy and snow cones.
Beverages were available with
representatives from Pepsi, Miller,
Budweiser, Coors and Zima —
many of them will be donating
their profits to local charities.
There was also shopping at the
arts and crafts booths and the
family stage offered different
types of entertainment. The
asparagus alley booth explained
how asparagus is grown and har
vested.
There was an animal petting
zoo with chickens, rabbits and
horses for the children. Ceramic
pots could be glazed, fired and
taken home. Adults also partici
pated in "kareoking" and variety
|of bands were present throughout
§. the festival.
Take home souvenirs included
mugs, t-shirts, sweatshirts,
"asparagus foam hats" and cook
books.
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LeSlUm~137 and other deadly isotopes, were judge
L.°Us to oceanic life and ultimately to human beings
uciear
fSe ago, the ban was extended to all other form of nuc^
, 'gliding low-level ones such as uranium miU tann^ mos ,
• y global consensus, were ruled off-hmits
l0Us toxins.
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K Sl?tlnS that " had never dumped radloaCt'V^an the rumors I
i haif
document paints a picture even dar
swirj as the
trut
Metn" hs about oceanic dumping that began
ti°n collapsed.

baseball.
Beginning at 4:30 p.m., there
will be a free barbecue outside of
the Billy Hebert Field, home of
the Stockton Ports. The famous
student/faculty softball game is
scheduled for 5:30 p.m.
Professors and students from all
departments and student organi
zations will be playing in the
game. The University communi
ty is encouraged to support peers
and professors by attending the
games. The main event consists
of the Ports against the
Bakersfield Dodgers, with the
first pitch being thrown at 7:03
^ "flail's class has coordinated the
event for the past several years,
and handles all publicity on cam
pus, as well as the organization of
the softball game and the barbe
cue., among other things.
Proceeds will benefit the Mary
Graham Center for Women.
Prizes will be given out
throughout the game and $1

"Let's go for the gold and bring
it on home" was the slogan for
this year's Quad Olympics which
took place last Sunday on UOP's
South Campus Lawn.
Starting with a pre-race parade
around the quads and an opening
ceremony that featured the cheer
and banner competition, resi
dence hall teams from Casa
Jackson, Farley, Jesse Ballantyne,
John Ballantyne, Price, Ritter and
Werner competed in the seven
event contest.
Jackson's Megan Savage said,
"It was really fun to be able to
compete and go against friends

from other residence halls."
The events consisted of the
Wheelbarrow Race hosted by
Farley, the Trojan Horse Race by

Wheelbarrow race

1. Farley
2. Jackson
3. Werner

Trojan Horse race
1. Farley
2. Price
3. Jackson

Bat/Spin/Water relay
1. John B.
2. Jesse B.
3. Jackson
(See Results, page 2)

Jesse B., Bat/Spin/ Water Relay by
Jackson, Watch Out Below by
Price, Tug O' War by Werner,
Life-Saver Pass by John B. and the
Bat Spin by Ritter.
After much cheering and
excitement during the day, in the
end, it was John Ballantyne and
Price Hall that emerged as the coQuad Olympics Champions with
a total of 10 points each. They
will share the championship, trophy.
Jackson, the only hall to place
in five events, came in second
with eight points, and Werner
and Farley finished a respectable
third with six points. In all, each
team was awarded blue, red and
See Olympics, page 2

Quad residents compete in the Tug O' War in an attempt to capture the championship trophy.

drinks will be on sale for thirsty
fans. Tickets are on sale for only
$4, available at the gate or in the
McCaffrey Center from 12 to 1
p.m. UOP Night at the Ports has
traditionally been a very popular
event for everyone at Pacific. For
any last minute information on
tonight's event, call Jim at 4777568.
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Fund established for former
Pacific volleyball player
In order to help meet the cost
of expenses associated with a
sudden and tragic illness to for
mer UOP volleyball player
Cathey Scotlan, a trust has been
established for donations and
contributions.
Scotlan earned an AllAmerica honors for the Tigers in
1990 while leading Pacific to the
NCAA Championship match
against University of California,
Los Angeles. Upon graduation
from UOP with a degree in busi
ness administration the follow
ing spring, she ventured to
Europe to play professionally.

Olympics—
(Continued from page 1)
white ribbons for their finishes
in each race.
This year's spirit award went to
Werner, who could be seen dur
ing the day supporting their team
on with choreographed cheers.
Led by Head Resident Julie
Manas, the team collected their
trophy at the closing ceremonies.
"We played with integrity," said
Manas, "and we really had a fun
time. We're very happy to receive
this award."
Overall, the closing cere
monies brought the day to an end
and featured a picnic barbecue
outside Raymond Great Hall. In
the spirit of competition, all com
petitors received Quad Olympics
water bottles and though no
torch was extinguished, this year's
Quad Olympics was definitely a
memorable one.

Results

(Continued from page 1)
Watch Out Below

1. John B.
2. Price
3. Farley

Tug O'War
1. Jackson
2. Werner
3. John B.

Life-Saver Pass
1. Price
2. Werner
3. Jackson

Bat Spin
1. John B.
2. Farley
3. Werner
Total: (3 points=lst, 2 points= 2nd
1 point= 3rd)
Jackson 8
Werner 6
Farley
6
Jesse B. 2
John B. 10
10
Price
Ritter

0

She signed a contract with the
Geneva Elite Volleyball Club last
September and had just con
eluded her first season when she
was stricken on April 9 with a
serious systemic infection.
As of this date, she is still
comatose but is beginning to
respond to some outside stimuli.
Her condition is stable and she is
responding to medication and
therapy.
Donations may be sent to
Laura Scotlan, Trustee for
Catherine E. Scotlan, c/o Bank
of America, 4120 San Piablo
Ave., Emeryville, CA 94608.

UOP Regents
elect new
members
Janet Maira
University Relations

U

OP's Regents have elect
ed have elected three
Northern California
businessmen to serve two-year
terms on the 35-member board.
Newly elected are Steven
Hunton, Gary Podesto and
Carter Brown.
Hunton is president and chief
executive officer of Cobble Knoll
Inc., a real estate development
company he founded in 1978.
Hunton has a bachelor of sci
ence degree in physics and busi
ness administration from San
Francisco State University.
Podesto, president of the
Food 4 Less stores in Stockton,
was named Northern California
Grocer of the Year in 1989. His
bachelor of arts and commerce
is from Santa Clara University.
Brown is co-founder, presi
dent and chief executive officer
of Omega Performance, a man
agement training firm serving
banks worldwide. Co-author of
the book "Service Quality: A
Profit Strategy for Financial
Institutions, Brown earned his
bachelor's degree and master's
degree at UOP and his MBA at
Harvard.

Applications for Editor
positions for next years
Pacifican staff are due
immediately!
Pick them up at the
Pacifican office,Hand Hall

The Pacifican would like to
apologise for any inconveinence
that last weeks distribution
problems may have caused.
Any questions should be directed to Geoffrey Lee at
946-2155.
Thank You

Mass suicide apparent motive in Texas

li3rfef"
investigation
sa,
Waco Cult members set fire

Servic

disoriented by

Cory Bergman
Assistant News Editor
An independent arson investi
gation has supported FBI claims
that the raging fire that engulfed
the Branch Davidian compound
was not accidentally sparked by
the FBI, but purposefully set by
cult members.
"We believe it was intentional
ly set by persons inside the cult
compound," said Paul Gray, who
headed the investigation team.
"At least two locations were sig
nificantly distant enough from
each other that they couldn't have
been set by the same source at the
same time."
But lawyers for several surviv
ing cult members dispute the
report's objectivity. All the mem
bers of the arson team were rec
ommended by the Federal
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms, which planned and
executed the initial raid on the
compound that left four agents

dead. The Texas Rangers are
overseeing the arson investiga
tion.
Gray, however, ruled out the
possibility of an accidental fire on
the basis of photographic infor
mation and statements from wit
nesses at the scene. According to
the FBI's original reports, three
snipers, strategically positioned
100 yards away from the com
pound, observed through binoc
ulars a cult member igniting the
blaze. Infrared videotape taken
from an aircraft hovering about
the compound, FBI officials say,
clearly shows that the fire began
simultaneously in three sections
of the compound.
Lawyers representing the sur
viving cult members still insist
that the fire began when the
tank's battering ram inadvertently
knocked a burning lantern across
bales of hay. Interviews with cult
members, according to their
lawyers, paint a portrait of confu
sion, where fellow cult members

Pacific Daze begins Saturday
Angela Charles
Guest Writer
ASUOP is planning on ending
the year in style with this year's
Pacific Daze: Welcome to the
Fun Zone.
The fun begins on Saturday
with
the
13th
Annual
International Spring Festival.
The festival will be held from 11
to 3 p.m. on Hand Hall Lawn. It
will feature cultural booths spon
sored by campus clubs with food
and information on their respec
tive cultures. There will also be
live student entertainment
including dancers, demonstra
tions and fashion shows.
The next event, "Hands Off,
Let's Talk," will be held on
Tuesday. This lecture on relation
ships, dating and conflict will be
held in the McCaffrey Center
Theater from 5:30 to 7 p.m.
Next Thursday the campus

will take over Hand Hall Lawn for
the spring barbecue. It will fea
ture a live band and a break from
normal ARA food. Tickets for
the barbecue are necessary in
advance and can be picked up in
the dining halls.
The yearly carnival, Pacific
Boardwalk, will be held on May
8. Hand Hall Lawn will be trans
formed into a boardwalk of
games sponsored by living groups
and will feature the Bounce
House and the chink tank. The
McCaffrey (.enter „wili become a
dance floor and a huge screen will
be erected so that students may
watch their favorite videos while
"shaking their rumps."
The week long programming
extravaganza will end with a
river-rafting trip on May 9th. Be
on the look-out for the Pacific
Daze cups that will be given out
next week in the McCaffrey
Center.

Costeau Society's Peter Burtchell
to speak at UPBEAT lecture
Angela Charles
Staff Writer
Many students expressed a
concern last semester about the
environment in which we live.
Today, we'll all get a chance to
voice those concerns to an expert
in the field.
The UPBEAT Lectures director
is pleased to bring the Costeau
Society's Peter Burtchell to speak
to Pacific students about,
"Threats to Our Global Oceans,"
next week from 5:30-7:30 p.m. in
the McCaffrey Center theater.
Burtchell, a former field geolo
gist, is now working with the
Costeau Society's Rediscovery of
the World Exhibition, document
ing man's relationship to the
global oceans.
Burtchell is now concentrating

his efforts on educating people
about the "beauty, power and
vulnerability" of his first love, the
sea. He is proficient in several
languages including French and
Sign, and has delivered his mes
sage in many places around the
world.

General
Dentistry
Prosthetics

are described as
the raging fire and falling debns,

unable to escape.
The tragedy began when U
officials implemented a slow,
careful process of injecting n
lethal gas through the co pound's walls with hopes of
purging the Davidians from
inside. A specially-equipped
60 tank lurched at the compound
from various angles, puncturing
the walls and pumping the gas
inside. But instead of initiating a
mass surrender, a fierce fire
erupted. Fueled by stiff gusts of
wind and the haphazard con
struction of the compound, the
fire spread quickly, consuming
the compound and 86 of an esti
mated 95 cult members within a
matter of minutes.
The raging inferno, combined
with the threat of exploding
ammunition and gaseous liquids,
precluded firefighters from halt
ing the rapid advance of the fire.
Gray said a quicker response
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University Relations

T

he Spink Corporation of Sacramento has donated$5,J f'nes Stone Black (
the Minority Engineering Program (MEP) at UOP,® lterout a pledge made last year to donate $5,000 to thepv,
administration
annually for three years. This gift is the second in the series. as expeditiously as
tBe norma' Pn
The grant will be divided into two parts, with $4,000 add
MEP's scholarship endowment fund, and the remaining!: ttifying the best lot
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highly suitable individuals to
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Stockton Plasma Center
246 E. Church St.
Stockton, CA 95203
465-0284

Miles Inc. will compensate you for your
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• Favorite Charities or
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There are ,hose, however, who
don, agree that the administratton has been handling the matter
expeditiously.
It has been 14 years since we
began the negotiation process on
this center. Right now we have a
little room that they are calling a
black cultural center.
It'ss not
tr-ciuer. it
not free
tree
standing,"
Haughton
— said Lorna
——*iuugniyi|j
_ •
19, an industrial relations major
who was among those arrested
for disorderly
disnrHprlw conduct.
for
"The objection is that the

Hill
AAA

chancellor has not taken a leader
ship role in this. He could have
stepped it up. He hasn't support
ed us, and we are urging him to
n to his students and take
action now and not have it drag
out another year," Haughton said

aughton said Jackson praised
students for following the Rev.
Martin Luther King's style of
non-violent confrontation in
order to get their needs met.
Reverend Jackson was here
telling us not to give up. He said if
the movement here fails, it will
cause other movements to fail,"
she said, noting that the students
planned to continue demonstrat
ing.

Fraternities Grapple With Liability Problems
John Williams
Staff Writer
"National Lampoon s Animal
House" didn't do much to
enhance the fraternity image: a
group of college men who
drink, have food fights, hold
toga parties and trick women
into having sex with them.
But then the BMOC (big
men on campus) met the BIC
(big insurance companies).
Now fraternities are teaching
members about alcohol abuse
and date rape. In this litigious
era, standards set both by uni
versities and insurance compa
nies are forcing Greeks to crack

down on socially unacceptable
behavior at houses both on and
off campus.
Insurance firms are reluctant
to sell liability policies to fraterni
ties because of the many prob
lems—real or perceived—in the
male Greek system. It is estimated
that there are approximately
5,200 fraternity chapters on 800
campuses and 400,000 under
graduate members.
While industry observers con
cede that fraternities have
improved their image, they still
have a long way to go.
"We are trying to take the
Animal House era to the ideal of
the fraternity as brotherhood,

loyalty and community involve
ment," said Ken Duke, the fra
ternity analysis coordinator for
Harris and Harris, a broker for
fraternity liability insurance.
But problems still exist:
•The
University
of
Washington in Seattle recently
decided to impose controls of
off-campus fraternities and
sororities, including strict rules
about alcohol and safety issues.
•At Florida State University
in Tallahassee, Fla., Kappa
Alpha, a popular fraternity, was
suspended from the campus
until June 1994 over the neardeath of a pledge from an over
dose of alcohol
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CROSS THE CAMPUS

UOP Goes Back to the Future
UOP is moving forward and we have many reasons to be proud. As we work together as a team, we
need to have a common vision and understanding about UOP. "Back to the Future" will be the first in a
series of workshops addressing teamwork and customer service.
Today, two sessions of "Back to the Future" will be presented. We will have the opportunity to reflect on
our role as employees and gain information about the University.
We will begin by revisiting our past. Kara Brewer, director of Planned Gifts, will present a historical
review, highlighting our significant accomplishments as a private university in California. Brewer has been
a member of the UOP community for 27 years as a student, instructor and employee. She is the author of
a history of the University, entitled "Pioneer or Perish."
Our review of the past will be followed by a look at our present and future. Curt Redden, vice president,
Office of Institutional Advancement, will help us reflect on our recent challenges and the promise of our
future. This is our opportunity to understand the vision of our leadership and the dynamics of our future.
The workshop will be offered both from 10:30 a.m, to noon and from 1:30 to 3 p.m. today. It is free of
charge for all employees.

What's up at KPAC...
It's time to learn the Cha-Cha with Schmoo
Sam Wick
Staff Writer

Have you ever asked yourself
what would happen if Alpha Chi
Omega changed their name to
Alpha Cha-Cha Omega? I envi
sion the Chiquita Banana lady as
house mother. Mandatory viewings of Mambo Kings. New
pledges with names of Babalu,
Salsa, and Marimba. Of course
Alpha Cha-Cha would install a

new quadraphonic stereo system
to compete with Archania and
Omega Phi. And what would
these swing kids blast; a treasure
trove of salsa, samba and mambo
(which, incidentally, can be
found on the Schmoo show on
Wednesday 10-midnight).
All new pledges would listen to
Betty White "how to dance"
series. This complete 1950's series
comes complete with footsteps
laid down on the ground.

Saturday BBQs would be spent
practicing "how to cha-cha" and
"how to marimba."
Once the pledges have become
expert dancers, the mover and
shakers would relax to the cool
tropical sounds of Joao Gilberto
and Stan Getz. This is the place to
find the original version of the
"Girl from Ipanema."
To end the night the girls of
Cha-Cha would put on "Exotica:
The Best of Martin Denny"
(Rhino Records) which, could be
played on the KPAC show with
Schmoo.. Imagine yourself in a
cheesy Las Vegas lounge in
Hawaii around the 1968. A greasy
fat man with a beer belly in a
loud Hawaiian shirt beats on
marimbas, and bongos. The
wiffm glow of fake volcanoes illu
minate the room as you sip on a
drink with 2 umbrellas that has
the name "Maui Sunset"
Remember the girls at ChaCha listen to Schmoo and so
should you.

ThePacifican.At)ril

CARMEN GOES TO JAIL?!;
Gail Mettler
Staff Writer

"Amelia Goes to the Ball" and
"Carmen" will be appearing
Saturday, May 1, at 8 p.m. and
May 2, at 2 p.m., at the conserva's annual presentation of
magnificent opera in UOP s Faye
Spanos Concert Hall.
We mentioned the upcoming
opera concert briefly last week.
What we forgot to tell you was
the immense wealth of talented
singers that you will have the
opportunity to hear if you catch
this outstanding production.
Everyone in the casts of
"Carmen" and "Amelia" are out
standing performers, and it is
guaranteed that Richard de
Marcos' costumes will definitely
do the productions justice, as
they did in last spring's produc
tion of "The Marriage of Figaro."
Also, director Mark Ross Clark
and musical director George
Buckbee's professional abilities to
mold a well balanced production
should produce one that you
won't want to miss.
Two performers to watch for
are Raquel Esparza and Richelle
Triglia who play the leading
female roles of Carmen and
Amelia, respectively. Esparza is a
graduating senior in music edu
cation.
She has currently been accept
ed at Indiana University School of
Music, University of Colorado at
Boulder, and is also looking into
study abroad in Sydney, Australia
for graduate stupes.
,/y,
V
She has also been chosen as
one of the soloists in the conser
vatory's graduation ceremonies
this spring, and recently won first
place in the College Student
t o r y

Motorola Announces Winners of
International Design Contest
UOP student is recognized in engineering
Motorola announced the win
ners
of
the
1991-1992
International University Design
Contest. Winners include Ronald
Dicke, University of Waterloo;
Anthony Lavietes, UOP; Salvador
Garcia, Jr., Northern Illinois
University; and Robert Kingston,
University of Nevada. Each win
ner receives $500 and their entries
are published in Motorola's
"68HC11
Applications
Guidebook."
"The University Design
Contest is an excellent method
for students to unleash their engi
neering ingenuity and be publicly
acknowledged for it," said Brian
Wilkie, vice president antt general
manager of Motorola's advanced
microcontroller division.

BECOME A
ROAD SCHOLAR
IN YOUR
SPARE TIME.

Although there were no limita
tions to types of entries, Motorola
encouraged projects that benefit
the environment or society.
Dicke's entry was an automatic
plant watering system; Lavietes
developed a platform controller;
Garcia's project was a resident
communicator for the deaf and
Kingston created a sailboat com
puter system.
The 1991-1992 school term
marked the fourth year of
Motorola's Design Contest and
the first year to include students
from around the world. The con
test, which is part of Motorola's
University Support Program, is
designed to challenge and culti
vate engineering creativity in the
university community.
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Editorial
j^tthew Kolken
Editor

Opinio"

fake Me Out To a Ball Game?

resisted the temptation to talk about my true love sports
jU year long but considering that it is almost May and I'm
..running out of opportunities here goes. For those of you
yt have never been involved in athletics you probably are not
® e that what takes place on the field is only one tenth of
Lis involved behind the scenes. What occurs behind close
L often is more brutal and violent than the sport itself, and
ij, not talking about practice. The politics of professional
ports, believe you me, can be messier than a blood stained

yiiformthe Joe Montana incident for example. You can't tell me
,kat entire exchange didn't smell fishy to you. What was up
i rjththat anyway? He's going, then he's staying, then he's start- then he's leaving on his own free will. Whatever, Joe left
ecaUse it was good for the 49ers or more specifically, for the
i| auk account of 49er ownership. Football is big business and
A10 player is larger than the game and certainly not larger than
'i lis television contracts that exist between the networks and
«iers.
At the tender age of 22,1 can't remember a time when loyalty
team or player superseded financial motivations. The orga
ns that get rich off of our hard earned dollar do not for a
ind ever consider the fan when making decisions about the
ire of their respected clubs. Players are discarded like they
nothing more than a commodity. With the addition of free
incyinto the NFL some of the marquee players are jumping
ip in favor of the big money contract. You can't blame the
iers. If I was offered a four million dollar a year contract to
for a team in a larger television market I would put on any
:orm they put in front of me.
•ven if it had teal in it. Michael Jordan is the highest paid
lete in the United States or maybe even the world. What you
jeto understand is that of all the money he makes not even a
:er is earned playing on the basketball court. He has the
of playing in one of the big television markets. If Jordan
;ed his career in Cleveland, or Portland, or Seattle I can
lost guarantee that he would not be making as much off the
irtas he does on.
at does this translate to? Those smaller markets like a
lifalo, or a Milwaukee will end up without a competitive
because they can not afford to pay their players the
mey that the LAs and New Yorks can. This is really the ultiite tragedy because the small market fan base is usually the
W loyal and sport educated. The populations of these areas
an association to the players who play for their home clubs
therefore appreciate the products that the players provide
with. This product is entertainment, and unfortunately,
entertainment comes a price. The question becomes is it
"th the price?
free agency will be the downfall to professional football,
hall has already suffered from decreased television ratings
°ne of the primary reason is that the fan can not get
'ehed to his/her team they way they could in the past. There
to be a comfort in knowing who the starting nine were
'8 to be each year without the fear of being broken up the
owing season by free agents changing teams. The fan
itably feels cheated when his favorite player after winning
world championship shows up next year wearing an arch
uniform. Unless some concessions are made and stab lty
turned professional sports there will be no alleviation to
dilemma. Until then I guess we're stuck rooting for the
re team, hoping that it won't move to Florida the following
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LETTERS
Dear Editor,
Mr. Kolken, the letter that you
printed last week from that
anonymous lesbian freak is proof
that you really do not care what
appears on your page. I would
give money to find out who she is
just so I could laugh in her face.
She easily has the most distorted
picture of life at UOP that I have
ever heard.
From reading her letter it
appeared to me that she actually
believes there is a substantial
homosexual community on our
campus. I hate to break it to her
but homosexuals make up proba
bly the smallest fraction of indi
Dear Editor,

Mr. Kolken, I personally was
surprised to see that letter on
your page last week from the now
infamous anonymous lady. Was
it that she dared you with her
taunts so you felt compelled to
put her revelations on your page?
I for one was amused by her can
dor. When you think about it she
really has some "balls" to say
Dear Editor,

You must be careful what you
wish for because you may just get
it. It looks like Ms. Anonymous
just bought herself a big dose of
humility. All of you people up in
the Pacifican must be rolling. A
bunch of us now have a pool
going trying to figure out who the
Guatemala. Those street children
that aren't killed or tortured often
sniff glue to escape the sensations
of cold, hunger and loneliness.
They risk permanent brain dam
age to escape their hellish exis
tence. I am so intensely angry
that if I were young and healthy I
would grab a rifle and join the
guerrillas in Guatemala.
If international brigades can be

organized to fight for the Spanish
Republic, why not for the poor,
starving and brutalized children
of Latin America? I know you

won't print this letter because it is
too long and radical, but some
one has to speak out. This is too
atrocious and similar to what the
Nazis did. You have power, I
don't. Please, please educate peo
ple! I still can't believe peop e are
so evil that if the majority knew
what was happening and why,
they wouldn't act to end this
nightmare.

Gary Sudborough
Bellflower, Ca.

EDITOR
viduals at UOP and that's why
most of us are here.
I am sick and tired of hearing
this liberal homosexual rights
crap in the news. If they would
act like real people and behave
normally maybe they would be
given a fair shake. Instead, all they
do is put on weird costumes
which naturally alienates them
against normal human beings.
Mrs. anonymous, Mr. Kolken
gave you your wish and printed
your garbage. Are you happy.,
now? I'm simply appalled. .Bnirn
Jeremy Winger
Stockton, Ca.
what she said, or maybe that's
just the point. A lesbian coming
out of the closet. If it sells papers
I guess you are obligated, but
good taste must govern some of
your actions.
Thanks for the memories Mr.
Kolken, we'll miss you when
you're gone!
Nathan Grimm
Stockton, Ca.
mystery man/woman is. To who
ever wrote that letter: Start a club.
You could call it lesbians anony
mous.
If printed please do not
include my name. But you may
call me anonyman.
Anonyman

Live from Ron Jaworski Stadium in
Lakawana, New York,
here are the top ten things you wouid
like to do before graduation:
10. Charge $500 worth of books at the bookstore so
you can sell them back for cash and take a trip to
Tahoe for graduation on dad. (Just kidding, dad!)
9. Make it to that Friday morning/8 a.m. class.
8. Do your laundry instead of recycling the old clothes
at the bottom of your closet.
7. Test out of your math requirement.
6. Figure out the difference between Jessie B. and
John B.
5. Party with the Naked Guy.
4. Complete your Sega Genesis video game collec
tion.
3. Bungee jump off of Burns Tower.
2. Work out at Baun Fitness Center with a hat on.

...and the number one thing you would
like to do before graduation...
1. Figure out which guy is President Atchley.

Dear Editor,
I generally tell my classes that
while it is useful to believe that
everyone has a right to his opin
ion, no one has the right to be
taken seriously. That is some
thing one earns by acquiring
some knowledge of the world (at
the very least).
Mr. Kolken assumes that he
should be taken seriously when
he writes about politics —my
particular field of study— casu
ally dismissing those he disagrees
with as incompetent. Yet he also
tells us that Germany, not Japan,

bombed Pearl Harbor.
Mr. Kolken, let me suggest that
you have not yet earned the right
to be taken seriously. A graduat
ing senior? Perhaps another year
or two of study might be in order.
Very truly yours,
Cortlandt Smith
Editor's note: Mr. Smith, let
me suggest that you have not
rented the movie "Animal
House." The line I used was a
direct quotation from that movie
and was not to be taken seriously.
Perhaps a bowl of popcorn and a
VCR might be in order.
Matthew Kolken
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EATURE
Persistence pays off for Athletic Director Lee
Eddie Ausherman
Guest Writer
"Kopp back to pass. He's got
Turner deep. Touchdown Pacific
Tigers!" If you have listened to
UOP Football radio broadcasts
the past two seasons, then you
might recognize this voice.
Bob Lee has been put to the
test in 1991 and 1992 acting as
the athletic director and
announcing Pacific football. Lee
first came to Pacific more than 20
years ago as a student athlete.
Competing for a college degree
and a starting job on the football
team as a quarterback, he suc
ceeded in both. After Pacific, Lee
went on to the NFL, where he
played for 14 years on three
teams. Lee played nine years with
the Minnesota Vikings and spent

the remainder of his playing
career with the Atlanta Falcons
and the Los Angeles Rams.
During his first three years in
the pros, Lee never stopped pur
suing his education. During the
off-season, Lee went back to
school and earned his master's
and lifetime junior college and
high school teaching credential.
After finishing those require
ments, Lee did not waste any time
putting them to use. The follow
ing four years, he taught at junior
colleges and high schools when
not playing.
During the last seven years of
his NFL career, Lee spent much
of his time pursuing his interest
in real estate. After leaving the
NFL in 1981, Lee focused all his
time and energy in real estate.
He thought that one day he

Delta Report
Allie McHugh
Feature Editor.
All semester, 1 have written almost everything about the
San Joaquin Delta. From fishing and boating, to the many
uses of Delta water, I have covered almost all aspects of our
unique waterway. This week, I tell some cool and interesting
things which have happened to me boating and driving on
the Delta.
One sunny summer day, I was on "The Hilliport" house
boat with Tod Hill and Jim Shaw. After about 30 minutes of
cruising, we pulled through a wide channel and noticed a
truck on the side of the road. After looking a little closer, we
saw about five people drinking and hanging out. Squinting
my eyes more, I realized there was a eight piece drum set sit
ting to the left of the people.
We yelled to the group saying we wanted to hear a jam. A
six-foot, long haired rocker sat at the set and proceeded to
do his best drum solo. Twenty minutes later, we could still
hear the dude jamming on the skins. It was peculiar to see a
drum set in the middle of nowhere, but what do you expect
of the culturally diverse city of Stockton? The drummer is
still a topic of conversations between Hill, Shaw and myself.
The Delta is also a great place to go off-roading. Matt
"Tough Guy" Gallagher and I had one big night when we
cruised on Delta roads. After 20 minutes of cruising around,
we had red and blue lights in our face. The Brookside secu
rity guard drove up to us and said we were trespassing. He
told us that we could stay on the Delta, but that it was not
very safe. He continued by telling us sometimes people have
been shot while driving on the Delta. Well, we got the hell
out of there and, upon arrival, consumed alcohol. College
goes on

- - -have a chance
• in
•
could
to coach
the NFL, or maybe even teach
and coach at the junior college
level. One thing Lee knew he
wanted to work for was televi
sion and radio. He has success
fully done both, calling games of
the week on cable as a color com
mentator. He continues that
career as radio announcer for the
Tigers.
"I never thought I would be
an athletic director anywhere, let
alone Pacific." This was Lee's
response when asked if he ever
wanted to be an athletic director.
The truth is, Lee probably would
not be the athletic director if it
weren't for Bill Atchley's persis
tence. Lee never inquired about
the job opening, but this did not
stop Atchley from pursuing Lee.
Lee first received a call from
Atchley in June of 1991. Atchley
offered him the athletic director's
job, but Lee was not interested.
The president was not going to
give up easily. Atchley offered Lee
the job two more times, and
received two more rejections.
Finally, he asked Lee to come to
Pacific and give an opinion on
the athletic department and
where it was going. When Lee
came to Pacific to look at the
campus again, all the memories
flooded Lee from the days when
he attended the University.
Approximately seven weeks later,
Lee brought his wife, Janice, and
their kids to Pacific. They visited
the campus together and Lee
finally accepted the athletic

director's position in August of
1991.
Ted Leland, who left as Pacific
athletic director, passed the reins
to Lee at the beginning of the
1991 school year. For the last two
years, Lee has done many exciting
things for the University s sports
programs. This year, he added
two new division I-A sports pro
grams, Men's Volleyball and
Women's Soccer. Lee wants the
future of the 16 sports teams at
the University to be as successful
as possible. One of Lee s own per
sonal goals is for all student ath
letes to become part of the cam
pus and graduate with a Pacific
degree. Lee believes that a strong
athletic program will help the
University.
"This was never more evident
than at the recent PacificUniversity of Nevada, Las Vegas
basketball game," Lee said. It was
the culmination of the hard work
which Lee has made since he
came here.
Lee has done a tremendous
job already as the Pacific athletic
director. He is slowly helping to
turn around the image of the
University's sports programs. Still
learning everyday in his relatively
new field of work, Lee has done
everything in his power to see
that it happens.
In the years to come, you will
hopefully be able to look back on
this era and see that it was athlet
ic director Bob Lee who helped
turn around UOP's athletic pro
gram.
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1. She has her own breakfast cereal.
1. There's no Cliff's Notes book on the phil0Sc
Buddhism in Eastern Iowa.

Kirby Awards College Scholarshi
Designed to give

The Kirby Company, a manu
facturer of home care systems is
continuing its annual College
Scholarship Program, "Makin'
the Grade." Funded jointly by
independent distributors, divi
sional supervisors and the Kirby
Company, the scholarships range
from $250 to $1250. Last year
over 600 college recruits from the
United States and Canada com
peted for 108 scholarships and
received over $72,000.
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By Anthony Rubino, Jr.

"I usually put a quote here, but this week I couldn't find a good one"—Jon/ Rubino

Want to kill time in that boring class? Write to Mr. College!
Q. Dear Mr. College: He says, "To-may-to." I say, "To-mah-to." He says,
"Po-tay-to." I say, "Po-tah-to." What should we do? —Sally, New York, NY
A. Dear Sally: "To-may-to?l" "To-mah-to?!" "Po-tay-to?l" "Po-tah-to?!"

in the
Packas

DU ARE TIRED Ol
SAME OLD CLUR

Conct
Pavilic

at the
mail

ticket:

Oh, Just call the whole thins off I

Q. Dear Mr. Colleae: If "The Flamina-Groovy Act" was passed in 1968 (see
Mr. Colleae, Jan. '93), then how come everyone aot so upset when Lt.Col.
North went to the Persian Gulf to trade missiles for hostaaes in the mideighties? If the equipment were issued for such deeds,then what's the
fuss? They were in uniform, friaht wias and all. —Edward, Belleville, I!
A. Dear Ed: I cited The "Flaming-Groovy Act" In response to a recent
inquiry as to where Marda got the rad wig and sunglasses which she
wore In an old Brady Bunch episode. I explained that under the
stipulations of this act all US citizens were issued a "rad wig and cool
shades" back In 1968. With that In mind Ed: What the hell are you
talking about?! And what's a "fright wig"?

Q. Dear Mr. College: Why is everything such a production?!—
Karen, Washington, DC
A. Dear Karen: That's much too complicated to answer here.
What I'll do is mail you some guidelines and a questionnaire
Complete that and fax it to me. Then have your people
set up a meeting with my people and we'll hammer out
a brief outline which will, of course, have to go before
the board. After that I'll get back to you. Then we
can set up a conference call, go before the task force,
and approach you with some tentative
answers In six to eight weeks.

BethaatSnl^r?2n»a.Llhr.fe.sepa/ate dance floors
that PlaV ^ separate styles of music, Metros
—-.attracts a
of people.
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HEVI Get your question answered by Mr. College!
Send questions, comments, and lavish niceties to:
Mr. College • PO. Box 431 • Gaithersburg MD • 90884-0431
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among Concord Pavilion's 1993
inscription Series Concerts performers

mtana, Lynyrd Skynyrd, and The Steve Miller Band are
motig artists featured this season
fina Turner, Clint Black,
Ms Taylor, Santana with Bob
''an> Linda Ronstadt, Natalie
3'e, The. Steve Miller Band,
"y Manilow, Billy Ray Cyrus,
Me Gill with Patty Loveless,
'"I'd Skynyrd, Chicago, Kenny
The Moody Blues with
Orchestra, B.B. King with
Johnson, and Mel Torme
e8gy Lee are the highlights
ni®e seven subscription shows

THE

a8ein

the 1993 Budweiser
Series at the Concord
'l0n' Series tickets are on sale
e Uncord Ticket Center by

'Cert

:^

rder

So °n

or by calling BASS
sale are single (non-

floors
etros

.

Roll

9tsf ^ 2' are Lavilion coneatUr'ng Dwight Yoakam
)(j j
UzL Bogguss (June 20);

£

l'ckets

for The Allman
ers with The Jeff Healey
' who will be appearing at
J1'10" °n Friday, May 28.
^ ln8 on general public sale

cert7,; "The symPhony
^
with the California
l0ny (June 23); and "An
^8 with Roger Whittaker"

k

'^SP k
ouying subscription
ll0ti;

ckages

Se 21 +
0.

?KLU0

receive the same

tut ^Seats for each series
and have the opportunity
s%n
to renew or improve
S*.
S9b
lS|ribers also have the
to purchase tickets
"tt,
tiCr ^ general public to most
itton,Ser^es eve"ts — both
i 1 e start of the season
eyents are added as the
r°gresses. The deadline

for purchasing subscription series
tickets is May 15. Single tickets to
all shows go on sale to the public

opening. The Concord Pavilion
Pops Orchestra returns for its
season of free community con

May 23.
There are a number of special
events scheduled for this summer
at the Concord Pavilion. The
annual American Independence
Week Celebration, sponsored by
Mervyn's, features free events by
the Diablo Symphony Orchestra,
Make-A-Circus children's perfor
mance troupe and New Orleans
famed Preservation Hall Jazz

certs.
Non-series events already on
sale include the 8th annual
Concord Pavilion Wine, Beer and
Food Festival, the Pavilion's May
23rd (noon) season-opening cele
bration featuring more than 60
wineries, micro-breweries and

Band.
Also featured are "American
Oldies Classic," a concert featur
ing Johnny Rivers, Freddie
"Boom Boom" Cannon and The
Coasters, among others, and a
classic car show and fireworks
The Pavilion's traditional 4th of
July program is performed by the
California Symphony and
includes pre-concert fun and
games for kids and concludes
with the week's fireworks grand
finale.
Two great jazz festivals agai
are part of the Concord Pavilion
season. Each festival is a jaw
bonanza bargain, bringing
together a wide array of popula
yTL performers on the same

The

Hollywood

Bowl

Orchestra, under the b a t ° n
John Mauceri, will m a e
Pavilion debut this sumrmn on
W'V

The

v^sfts only East

Bay!performance of '^e

restaurants.
The Concord Pavilion is locat
ed about an hour and a half from
University of the Pacific in San
Francisco's East Bay. Off of
Highway 680, take the Ygnacio
Valley Road exit.
Subscription series tickets
range from $52.50 to $166.50 and
are on sale from April 25 to May
15.
Subscription series tickets are
only available at the Concord
Ticket Center, 1870 Adobe Street
(off Salvio St.) in downtown
Concord, Monday-Friday 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m., and Saturday and
Sunday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. You can
place phone orders by calling
(209)226-BASS.

KPflC TOP 5
1. Brady Bunch "It's a
Sunshine Day"
2. Pornos for Pyros "Cursed
Male"
3 Flatten Manhatten
"Posifonkulation
4. Lenny Jravitz "Are You
Gonna Go My Way
5. Kid Rock "Balls in You

Robert redford and Demi Moore have an affair in the recent release, "Indecent Proposal."

Allison Wagda
Editor-in-Chief
"Would you do it?" This
question seemed to be echoing
through the halls of the theater
after the final credits of
"Indecent Proposal" rolled onto
the screen.
Robert Redford plays a bil
lionaire who offers a couple
(played by Demi Moore and
Woody Harrelson) one million

dollars to spend a night with the
wife. Because they are in finan
cial difficulties, they agree. The
movie then focuses on their
struggle to hold their relationship
together after the affair.
From the beginning, this
movie is not what I had expected
from the previews. It lagged at
times, and portrayed Demi
Moore as an indecisive bimbo
with no backbone. With the
recent feminist movement in

America, you would think
Hollywood could create more
realistic roles than hers.
Although the movie was an
overall disappointment, the per
formances by Robert Redford
and Woody Harrelson make the
movie entertaining enough to
see at a matinee or rent on
video. But I wouldn't recom
mend paying full price for this
over-advertised commercial
film.

ENTERTAINMENT CALENDAR
DRAMA
April 27-May 9 — "Jesus
Christ Superstar" (Orpheum
Theatre, (415)776-1999 or
(510)762-BASS)
May 7-23 — "Taking Steps"
(Stockton Civic Theatre, 4732424)
May 11-23 — "Evita" (Golden
Gate Theatre, (415)776-1999)
June 18-27 — "Walls," Asian
American Repertory Theatre
(Manlio Silva Auditorium,
Stagg High School, 464-0347)

May 7 — Music of the Andes,
by Chaskinakuy (8 p.m., PirSst
Unitarian Church, 948-8055)
June 23 — "The Symphony
Concert '93," the California
Symphony (Concord Pavilion,
(209)226-BASS)
June 25 — "An Evening with
Roger Whittaker" (Concord
Pavilion, (209)226-BASS)
July 22 — the Hollywood Bowl
Orchestra (Concord Pavilion,
(209)226-BASS)

MUSIC

ART

Rock
May 20 — Inka Inka (8 p.m.,
The Edge, (415)324-EDGE)
May 28 — The Jeff Healey
Band (Concord Pavilion,
(209)226-BASS)
May 29 — Dinosaur }r (8
p.m.,
The Warfield, (510) 762BASS)
June 13 — Willie Nelson (7
p.m., Circle Star, (415)3667100)
Country
June 20 — Dwight Yoakam
and Suzy Bogguss (Concord
Pavilion, (209)226-BASS)
Jazz
July 25-August 1 — The
Concord Jazz Festival
(Concord Pavilion, (209)226BASS)
Aug. 28 — 9th Annual JVC
Jazz Festival (Concord
Pavilion, (209)226-BASS)
Classical
April 29 — Opera Personae
(7:15 p.m., Le Bistro, 9564816)

March 23-April 23 — Patti
Schneider, calligraphy
(American River College,
Sacramento)
March 28-April 30 — LeRoy
Neiman (Bowles/Sorokko
Galleries, (415)441-8008)
May 1 & 2 — 11th Annual
Spring Fine Art Show
(Amador County Artists
Association; P.O. Box 358;
Jackson, Ca. 95642)
May 14-22 — Senior/Junior
Studio Exhibition (Reynolds
Gallery, UOP)

OTHER EVENTS
April 29 — "UOP: Back to the
Future," speakers Kara Brewer
and Curt Redden (10:30 a.m.

June 18 — Lawrence
Ferlinghetti, Stockton Arts
Commission speaker (Long
Theatre, 948-6488)
June 18-20 — The Landscape
of Poetry Conference, with
Jorie Graham, Denis Schmitz,
W.S. Di Piero and Diane
Borden as speakers (UOP, 9462424, Office of Lifelong
Learning)
If you have anything you
would like to see included in
the Entertainment Calendar,
please contact Michelle
Gillette at the Pacifican, 946-

SUMMER SPECIAL
ONE MONTH FREE STORAGE AT

SCHMOO TOP 5
1. Cindy Brady "Frosty the
Snowman"
2. Freak Seen "Lounge Spider"
3. Reverend Horton Heat
"Beer"
4. Muppet Movie "Moving
Right Along"
5. Henry Mancini "MASH

or 1:30 p.m., President's
Room)
May 6 — Cultural Awareness
Program, presented by the
Community Involvement
Program Student Association
(5:30 p.m., McCaffrey
Theater)
May 7 •— Models for Change,
Northern California Regional
Forum on Substance Abuse
Issues in Higher Education
(McGeorge School of Law,
946-2083)
May 7-9,14-16 — "Spaceship
Earth/the Great Barrier Reef"
at the Delta College
Planetarium (tickets available
through the Delta Box Office)

MINI STORAGE
2055 N. West Lane Stockton, CA. 95205

(205) 466-7997
One month free rent with a minimum of two
months paid rent at our low prices.
Offer good with this coupon only and to new
customers only.
1

Offer expires 5/26/199
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PORTS
Bame breaks record in
win against San Jose
Allie McHugh
Senior Staff Writer
Doug Bame hit his recordbreaking 12th home run of the
season Sunday, and led the Pacific
Baseball team to a 8-6 victory
over San Jose State. Barnes threerun homer put the Tigers up 7-1
in the fourth inning, to salvage
the final game of a three game
•series against the Spartans.
In the first game of the series,
the Spartans scored seven runs in
the final two innings to beat
'Pacific 10-5. Chris Reinheimer
gave up four runs in less than an
inning, taking the loss for Pacific.
Vic Sanchez had four hits in
the loss and also knocked in a
jrun. Terry McGinn added two
RBI's the Tigers, but the relief
•pitching could not hold down the
two-run advantage.
Pacific started Saturday's game

off well, but only mustered a single first inning run in a 4-1 loss.
Pacific's Danny Miller pitched the
whole game, giving up three
earned runs. Miller also struck
out seven and walked only one,
but did not have the offensive
support.
San Jose pitching held the
Pacific offense to a rare low-hit
game. Chip Sell had two hits,
while Bame added an RBI, but
the rest of the team could only
manage two hits.
Sunday's game was for Bame.
His school record 12th homer
and three RBI's helped the Tigers
win 8-6.
The team broke out of its
minor hitting slump, pounding
out 13 hits. Sell and Sanchez had
three each, including a double
and homer for Sell and a double
for Sanchez.
Jarod Sproule and Chris Amos

Mens Volleyball...

Pacific football play^

drafted by New York
First

Allison Wagda and
Matt Neuenburg

Pacific volleyball dives for the point in a recent tournament

both added two hits and an RBI
for the Tigers.
Bill McGowan and Rob
Rinderknecht combined good
pitching performances to help
Pacific get the win. McGowan
struck out five and gave up five

runs in six innings for the victory.
Rinderknecht scattered five hits
and one run in the last three
innings for his second of the sea
son.
The Tigers are now 25-22 and
5-13 in the Big West.

It's playoff time, baby!

»

Sports Editor

i Another regular season of the
•NBA has come and gone. Now
the fun begins. It was scary
watching the first game of the
year in November, for I realized
that I was going to graduate by
The time the finals were over.
The season hasn't been depress
ing however. In fact, it's been
one of the most exciting in years.
Briefly reflecting on my pre
season picks for the division
(Standings, let's be humble and
•say, not bad. I called the Knicks
for best in the east and the Suns
for best in the west. I only
missed two out of sixteen teams
in the playoffs, and the rest are in
their predicted slots. I didn't
expect the Pistons to crumble
jind the Hawks to arise or Golden
State to just disappear of the face
of the earth. Houston's the team
that's surprised me the most, but
regular season records mean
nothing come playoff time. The
teams have to back them up on
the floor.

BRAVE, LOVING CHOICE
•YOU
choose
the adoptive
parents
• YOU make ALL
the choices,
not outsiders,
agencies or lawyers
Future contact with
your child, if you choose
Free counseling and legal
' support at one non-profit center
Birth-related expenses covered
10 years of open adoption
experience
Call Kerry Sunseri
1 -800-877-OPEN
We care about YOU
and your baby.

INDEPENDENT
ADOPTION
CENTER
r.
living & open adoption
Lk« vary JUta-by-ltlta. Caruin lypaf ol adoption
may not be available in your stale.

I

Eastern Conference
New York-Indiana: Knicks in
three. Period. The Knicks are a
lock
until
the
Eastern
Championships.
Chicago-Atlanta: If the Bulls
are not careful, this series will go
five games. If the Bulls are really
not careful, they'll be the first
defending champions to be elim
inated in the first round in a long
time.
Cleveland-New Jersey: Chuck
Daly-awoke the Nets, but the
Cavs could sleepwalk against
New Jersey. Cleveland in four

offs, in three.
Houston-L.A. Clippers: Will
the Clippers push another
Midwest division champion to
five games. No. Maybe four.
Hakeem's a machine this year.
Seattle-Utah: No one knows
what happened to the Jazz this
year, but they'll have a shot
against the Sonics. This match
will go five games guaranteed,
but give Seattle their props. Sean
Kemp's come to play mailman in
the nineties and the rest of the
team has followed suit. Sonics in
five.

FINALS PREDICTIONS
Chicago Bulls|

hoenix Suns

Eastern Champio

stern Champion

Chicago Bulls
World Champion
and then off to be eliminated by
the Bulls in five.
Boston-Charlotte: Shaq's the
man, but Alonzo Mourning
brought his team into the play
offs, and the fifth spot of all
places. Enjoy it while it lasts.
Boston in four.
The Eventual New YorkChicago: The menial bench of
Chicago has done even less this
year. Though post-season play
should elevate the Bulls' play,
consider it too little too late.
Knicks in six. They'll win it in
Chicago to make the humiliation
of the Bulls and the evolution of
Pat Riley as the premier coach in
the NBA complete.
Western Conference
Phoenix-L.A. Lakers: Coach
Randy Pfund must go, and he
will go, at least out of the play-

Portland-San Antonio: Will
the real team please stand up?
Portland blazed to eight straight
wins to open the season, then
went into obscurity while still
securing the fourth best record in
the west. The Spurs faltered with
Tark, flew with Air Lucas for
awhile and suddenly realized
they were playing far beyond
their potential. This series is
another lock for five games and
either winner is worm food for
the Suns, but I'll give the nudge
to the Spurs. They'll lose in five
to Phoenix, but at least they'll
finally make it to the second
round, which is usually a surpris
ing struggle for them.
Houston-Seattle: Another
war for the Sonics. It'll go the
distance, but look for youth and

UOP picks a "Bullish" final
In a recent survey of Pacific
students, a majority favored the
notion of a "threepeat" for the
defending champion Chicago
Bulls in the upcoming NBA play
offs.
Seventy percent believed the
Bulls would carry the Eastern
Conference, despite the New
Yorks Knicks having the best
record in the east. Only 5 percent
of those surveyed thought the
Knicks could become the world
champions.
Even less respect was given to
the Phoenix Suns, who earned
the best record in the NBA, but
only 15 percent thought the Suns

be drafted since 1987^

inthefourthjvundjo

Post-season predictions reflect pre-season picks
Matt Neuenburg

student to

could take it all. The Suns were
chosen, however, to be the win
ner of the Western Conference.
Seattle came in second, but only
had one vote of confidence to win
the finals.

coaching before beauty in game
seven. The Dream will be forced
out of his slumber by Kemp.
Coach Karl can surely outsmart
the Houston coaching philoso
phy of just letting Hakeem play.
That works in the regular season,
but this is for real.
Phoenix-Seattle: After two
wars and a team doctor on the
verge of collapse, the Sonics
won't have the gas. The Suns
have been on a mission all year
and they can't prove themselves
until the finals^ wltich is where
they'll be after five games.
The Finals
Phoenix-New York: Home
court doesn't mean much to the
Suns who win wherever they
play, and especially since they'll
win the championship in New
York in game six.
Yes, the title is finally coming
home again to the west. For the
first time in five years and for the
first time since the seventies for a
non-Laker team, the Western
conference will wear the NBA
crown.
Why? Defense wins games,
right? Sure, but the Knicks can
only stop so many offensive
weapons. The Suns can take the
ball inside, outside and upside
down. New York is too inconsis
tent offensively. They have huge
lapses of terrible shots. And who
says the Suns can't play a little
defense.
Barkley knows
rebounding and Mark West has
been grabbing ten boards a game
,t seems s.nce the beg.nn.ng of
time.
KJ will run circles around
Greg Anthony and Doc Rivers,
with Dan Majerle and Danny
Ainge bombing away from threepoint land.
It'll be a great series for
Phoenix fans, 'cause the Knicks
simply won't be able to match up
to the Suns. Riley's done a great
job this year, but sometimes
coaching can t stop destiny, and
Barkley seems destined to get his
ring, along with the NBA MVP
award.

The Pacific Football team's
senior offensive tackle, Greg
Bishop, was selected in t e °"
round by the New York Giants
last Sunday during the NFL draft.
The 6'6", 290-pound Bishop was
the 93nd player taken overall
Although not drafted,
three other NFL hopefuls are
looking towards free-agency.
According to the Modesto Bee,
Pacific running back Ryan
Benjamin has already signed a
free-agent contract with the
Cincinatti Bengals.
Quarterback Troy Kopp and

«

receiver Aaron Turner
rumored to have been ^
by several NFL teams ay
agent contracts. This V°1

eight quarterbacks were?,'
the draft.
Bishop, a Lodi na tiv
start training canip apar .

:

new regime under
new
Dan Reeves. Blsh

°p will L
the same team as futurei!
famer Lawrence Tayl0r, a
compete in the tough? ?
in the NFL if he makes?
cuts.
The last three Super
have been won by three diff!
National Confeerence
Division teams.

J

Softball splits two
with San Jose State
Matt Neuenburg
Sports Editor
After pounding away against
#5 Long Beach State the previous
weekend, the Pacific Softball team
was unable to take advantage of
the Spartans from San Jose.
The Lady Tigers could never
make it to the plate after a first
inning run. The Spartans scored
three in the bottom of the first, a
deficit UOP didn't recover from.
Mieko Nagata was the only Tiger
to cross home plate, scoring on a
San Jose State error. Pacific went
on to lose 7-1.
The team took control in the
second game however, due to the
solid pitching of Brandi Phillips.

Phillips gave up two ru,,
seven hits, but kept the Spa,
at bay during their attercomeback. The Tigers three run lead by the fifthMichelle Baker scored
error and Kristen McDi
scored from a single b
Bishop. Nicole Parker hit a
fice fly in the fifth to scot
runner Libby Ramos. Sac1
State tried to edge back intot
contest scoring runs in the!
and sixth innings, but fell ont
short in the seventh. Then
score was 3-2.
The two games bring!
team's record to 17-24
and 9-14-1 in the Big
ference.

Intramural Update
David Perkins
Senior Staff Writer
SOCCER: The soccer season
is over. In fact, the co-rec season
ended last Friday, and the men's
final was held on Tuesday.
Because of print time I am only
able to bring the co-rec results.
MEN: Bogorosso will get a first
round bye; SAE won its quarterfi
nal so they took on Bogorosso in
the semi's and were defeated. In
the other semi, Norml defeated
Archania. The final game will be
Tuesday at 5:15 p.m. on the
sunken field. The two teams play
ing in the final are Bogorosso and
Norml.
CO-REC: Ataxics will get the
first round bye. They will face
Tri/Phi Delts. In the other
Free Agents faced ,oh„ B. The
wi„ be on ^ a( 5 ^
the sunken field. Free Agents won
their game as did Ataxics. The
game was very fast paced and
exciting. Ataxics showed domi
nance as they defeated the Agents
7-0. Great job Ataxics, and con
gratulations.

SOFTBALL: The Softball sea
son is more than half over, and to
this date these are some of the
standings:
MEN A LEAGUE: Hanabada
Patrol and SAE are on top of the
league with no losses, but they
ace each other Tuesday. Easy

Money and Archania sti
have one strike against tbi
MEN B BLACK: All
fairly equal in this league,
point, all teams have only
one game. SAE and
came out with a win.
MEN B ORANGE: Gi
To Be Alive is undefeated
while SAE Pledges have a
of 3 and L.
CO-REC: This league is
like B Black; not many !
have been played. To tW
two teams have stood out
Recreators are undefeated »
Wannabes are 3-1.
WOMEN: Delta Gam®!1
Theta each have a 1 and 1' .

UPCOMMING EVL1
There will be a volleybjj
gym coming up °n
Contact the office for mo'e
mation. The golf tournamf
be on April 30. Entries a®
the 29th.
The intramural dep ^
accepting applicat'°nS o
year's supervisor posit'0"1
to the IM office for ^
and an application.
If you have l°st s0,
during an intram"
come by the office to c a
Volleyball anyone'
mural department has
ntah
available for rem
office'
$25. Contact our1
2716 for more inform3'

a t t e n t i o n rtup E1 ^
Now Renting

PUBLIC STORAGE
$1 first months rent!
Call Dick or Amelia for your storage nee
474-3802

. or*. Sto 
l o n E. March Lane,
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College Presider
Stay Hie

Most of the presi
leading colleges a
ties are receiving
$155,000 a year
benefits and top eai
$400,000, said
released earlier this
I The income for |
some private co
become increasing
sial because of spi
costs and little or r
professors.

WORLD

Surprise

Ton O9
Books!
Dictionaries
Kids Books
Mysteries
Art Books
And More!

Reduced up
to 80% off
of retail

Saving

Electrifying
Electronic
Values!
Calculators
Watches
Stereos
Cameras
Personal
electronics

r Clearauee i
"Blue Light Special9'
.

Thursday
4 pm to 6

Many of o®
vendors will ^
participate
in this»

But That's
Computer Clearance!
Hardware • Software
Printers • Supplies

Bloomin9 Bargains!
Special pricing on plants
and flowers

Enjoy Huge Discounts <

UOP Clothing
Gifts
Stuffed Animals
Back Packs
Art Supplies
Stationery
And Much More

EVERYTHING MUST GO!!
Shop early for best selection.
*
Whatever is left gets BLOWN OUT on Thursday!

clearance

Special sav^
will literal^
trucked i*1 °|
you to ta e

r

away-

LastThe
R®s°?

L

Thursday - Y
6 pm to 7 pm

^ B i g Al's Audi"

Books . . . and a whole lot more'
Lower Level « McCaffrey Center

